Transition Mechanism of InAs Quantum Dot to Quantum Ring Revealed by Photoluminescence Spectra
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Abstract—The transition mechanism of InAs quantum dot (QD) to quantum ring (QR) was investigated. After the growth of InAs QDs, a thin layer of GaAs was overgrown on the InAs QD and the sample was annealed at the same temperature for a period of time. It was found that the central part of the InAs islands started to out diffuse and formed ring shape only after a deposition of a critical thickness (1–2 nm) of GaAs capped layer depending on the size of InAs QDs. This phenomenon was revealed by photoluminescence measurement and atomic force microscopy image. It is suggested that the strain energy provided by the GaAs overgrown layer is responsible for the InAs to diffuse out of the island to form QR.

Index Terms—Blue-shifted, outward diffusion, quantum dot (QD), quantum ring (QR).

I. INTRODUCTION

The InGaAs quantum rings (QRs) are typically formed by first growing the InAs quantum dots (QDs) on a GaAs substrate followed by an immediate deposition of a thin GaAs capped layer, i.e., several nanometers, then annealing the sample at the growth temperature for a period of time. The formation mechanism has been attributed to the outward diffusion of In adatoms from the central part of InAs islands [1]–[3]. It was found that under properly prepared QD size and density were enumerated. Comparing the results from different samples, the out-diffusion mechanisms of InAs atoms and the QD size-dependent critical GaAs overgrown thickness were revealed clearly.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The samples were grown by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrates using a VG Semicon MBE machine. The original InAs QD sample without a GaAs capped layer is grown with 2.6 monolayer (ML) InAs coverage at 490°C at a growth rate of ∼0.1 ML/s; then, the In cell shutter was closed and the InAs QD was annealed at the growth temperature for ∼30 s. The samples were subsequently capped with 0.3-, 1-, 1.5-, and 2.0-nm GaAs layers, respectively, and annealed for ∼30 s at the same temperature. Finally, the substrate heater was turned off immediately after annealing. The QD height is measured from the surface of the GaAs capped layer to the top of the QD by AFM. The portion of QDs buried under the GaAs capped layer is not counted. The density of QDs categorized by QD heights are enumerated in a 1 μm × 1 μm area and listed in Table I. It is clear that the distribution of QDs can be sorted into five groups according to their heights. From the AFM image in Fig. 1(a), it is observed that wide distribution of a small coherent island (with QD height less than 7 nm) and a large dislocated island [(DI) with QD height larger than 7 nm] are present in a 2.6-ML InAs QD sample without a GaAs capped layer [13]. The AFM images of InAs QDs with GaAs capped layer thickness from 0.3, 1, 1.5, to 2 nm were displayed in Figs. 1(b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively. The growth mechanisms of each sample are illustrated in their right column. The InAs QD formed by the dewetting phenomenon was sketched in the right column of Fig. 1(a).
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Fig. 1. AFM images of surface InAs QD capped with (a) 0-, (b) 0.3-, (c) 1-, (d) 1.5-, and (e) 2-nm GaAs layer and annealed for 30 s. The growth mechanisms of each sample are illustrated in the right column.

The dewetting phenomenon explains the QD to QR transition that the center part of InAs QD which are buried in the GaAs is expelled to form the hole [4]–[6]. Comparing the original QD sample and that with the 0.3-nm GaAs capped layer [Fig. 1(b)], the average QD height was reduced, but its diameter increased as illustrated in the right column of Fig. 1(b). The densities of large DIs become lower than the uncapped DIs, but the DIs are too high to let In adatoms to diffuse all out of the islands, so the InAs QDs still remain the typical shape. Those In adatoms migrated toward the GaAs surface will intermix with GaAs to form In(Ga)As alloy. The reduction of QD height is due to the burying of part of the InAs island and outward diffusion of In adatoms from the unburied InAs island. The large QDs lose their height with the increasing GaAs capped layer thickness until they totally disappear. The density of QDs decreases with increasing GaAs capped layer thickness as listed in Table I. When the GaAs capped layer thickness is lower than 1.5 nm, it is difficult to find the QRs from AFM images [Fig. 1(b) and (c)] because the morphology does not change very much from that of the QD sample. The morphology of the 1.5-nm GaAs capped sample displayed in Fig. 1(d) shows both dots and rings. For the 2.0-nm GaAs capped sample, the islands all disappear and the hole-shape rings appear. It demonstrates that a smaller size QD will transform to QR at smaller GaAs capped layer thickness.

It is clear that for the 1.5- and 2.0-nm GaAs capped samples, the large QR holes and QD shape are both elongated along the [011] direction. This is consistent with the reports [9], [14], [15] that In adatom has a longer migration length in [011] direction on the GaAs surface, hence the large dots and rings appear to have a noncircular shape.

For photoluminescence (PL) measurement, the samples with the same structures as those described in Fig. 1(b)–(d) were further capped with another 100-nm GaAs layer to increase PL efficiency. Samples were excited using an Ar+ laser at a 514.5-nm wavelength with a spot size of 300 μm. The PL spectrum was detected through a 0.5-m triple grating monochromator using an InGaAs detector whose detection range was below 1.7 μm.

III. DISCUSSION

The 20 K PL spectra of those samples are shown in Fig. 2. The QD sample without the GaAs capped layer exhibits peak wavelength at 1104 nm (P0). After capping 0.3-nm GaAs layer and annealing, the In atoms at the exposed InAs QD region out-diffuse and are mixed with neighboring GaAs capped layer to form In(Ga)As with an equilibrium shape [2]. The QD height is reduced slightly, hence the peak wavelength is slightly blue-shifted to ~1080 nm (P1). When the QDs were capped with
1-nm GaAs layer, the PL spectra exhibit dramatic changes indicating the emergence of new structure. Three peaks are observed; the dramatically blue-shifted one at 902 nm (P21) may be due to the formation of In(Ga)As QRs which has been transformed from the small size InAs QDs. The ring height of the QRs are determined by the 1.0-nm GaAs capped layer and thus are very uniform. These uniform QRs give rise to strong PL peak. Many of the medium sized QDs lost their heights which result in a broader middle peak at 958 nm (P22), the rest of larger QDs with the height from 7 to 12 nm give rise to the broadest peak at 1054 nm (P23) as illustrated in the right column of Fig. 1(c). As for the 1.5-nm GaAs capped QDs, the dominant highest energy peak red shifts to 946 nm (P31) which is due to the higher QR height fixed by the 1.5-nm capped GaAs layer thickness and transformed from small and medium sized QDs. The originally large QDs which remained in the dot-shape exhibit a smaller peak at 1000 nm (P32) as sketched in the right column of Fig. 1(d). Finally, for the 2-nm GaAs capped sample, all of the QDs were transformed to QRs. The PL spectrum shows a single peak at 1036 nm (P4). Since no QDs exists, all QRs have the same height (2.0 nm) fixed by the GaAs capped layer thickness, and the PL spectra exhibit narrow and strong peak. It clearly demonstrates that the QR formation mechanism is due to the outward diffusion of In atoms from the uncovered InAs QDs. The GaAs capped layer thickness determines the height and optical property of QRs.

It is observed that the 2-mm GaAs capped layer enables the InAs in the central part of the QDs to diffuse all the way out of the dots to form QRs whether the original dot height is <3 or >17 nm. The 1.5-nm GaAs capped layer is unable to achieve this effect. Many large sized QDs still remain the typical shape without transforming totally into QRs. Only their heights are reduced. Although that is only a 0.5-nm difference between the two capped GaAs layer thicknesses, the morphologies of two samples are significantly different. This demonstrates that the thicker GaAs capped layer, i.e., 2 nm, provides enough strain energy to force InAs diffusing out of the large sized InAs QD and form QR. The outward diffusion phenomenon is driven by strain energy caused by overgrown GaAs layer.

IV. Conclusion

This study fully supports the formation mechanism of QRs to outward diffusion of central QDs. A critical GaAs capped layer thickness of 1 nm is necessary for the transformation of smaller InAs QDs to QRs, whereas a 2-nm GaAs capped layer is required for larger QDs. The outward diffusion phenomenon is driven by strain energy caused by an overgrown GaAs layer. Since the QR height is determined by the GaAs capped layer thickness, they become very uniform and give rise to strong and narrow PL peaks. This suggests that the optical properties of the QRs are tailorable with the GaAs capped layer thickness. Therefore, those characteristics of QR are very useful for application in optoelectronic devices in the terahertz region.
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